
Ama Dablam Expedition in Spring

Facts

Destination: Nepal

Trip Difficulty: Fairly Strenuous

Trip Style: Climbing & Expedition

Transport: Private Tourist Vehicle and Aeroplane

Food: Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Accommodation: 3 Star Hotel, Mountain lodge & Tented camp

Group Size: 12

Max Elevation: 6812

The world is home to countless mountains. But few leave the kind of indelible imprints that 

Ama Dablam does. It is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to be able to conquer Ama 

Dablam. The great Ama Dablam expedition in spring is one of the most memorable 

adventures you can sign up for. Mountain Ama Dablam is positioned 152 kilometres 

northeast of Kathmandu in the eastern Himalayan Range. A lesser western summit 

(6,170/20,243 feet) also exists in the vicinity. Typically, three camps have been set up 

along the southwest ridge, with camp three being located below the hanging glacier (the 

Dablam). Climbing enthusiasts find it appealing due to its distinctive shape.

Ama Dablam means Mother's Jewel in English. Its name derives from the villagers' 

perception that a glacier on its southwest side resembles both "Dablam" a traditional 

Sherpa diamond, and "Ama," which means mother. The Ama Dablam summit has a 

stunning allure. Ama Dablam draws hundreds of climbers each year not only for its beauty 

but also for its difficulties. Every climber has the goal of reaching the peak of Ama 

Dablam. Ama Dablam is the best option if you have some prior expertise and want to be a 
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team member of a well-led expedition.

Mt. Ama Dablam is lodged south of Mt. Everest and Mt. Lhotse, between some of the 

highest mountains in the world. You can expect to witness some breathtaking vistas of 

these giants on your excursion, and of course, much better views from the peak. 

Tengboche Monastery dominates the Ama Dablam region. It is a must to pay homage in 

the monastery. Similarly, it is also an excellent opportunity to perform puja or prayer in 

Nepali. You can also observe your Sherpa guides performing the puja before the summit.

Although the summit is just 6812 meters high, Ama Dablam demands a high degree of 

physical fitness and toughness, making it more difficult than some peaks above 7000 

meters. Only those who are skilled at the necessary climbing abilities on rock and ice 

might ascend Ama Dablam. It is more difficult to climb this summit due to the steep, rough 

paths with rocks and dense ice.

Join Outfitter Nepal on an exciting journey to Ama Dablam this spring! We are now taking 

reservations for our Ama Dablam Expedition in 2023 and 2024. As part of our Spring 

Expedition, our experienced and knowledgeable Sherpas will guide you to the peak of the 

challenging Mount Ama Dablam! Our primary focus is your safety and we have carefully 

planned the spring itinerary bearing that in mind.

Ama Dablam Expedition History

Mike Gill (New Zealand), Barry Bishop (USA), Mike Ward (UK), and Wally Romanes (New 

Zealand) used the Southwest Ridge to ascend Ama Dablam for the first time on March 13, 

1961. They had spent the winter at 5800 meters close to the base of the summit as a 

member of the Sir Edmund Hillary-led Silver Hut expedition in 1960–1961, so they were 

used to high altitudes and had acclimated well.
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Ama Dablam Climbing Route

We have planned our ascent of Ama Dablam with adequate acclimatization on the route 

to the expedition base camp. At base camp, our expedition crews stockpile food supplies, 

equipment needed for climbing, and other necessities. Our attempt to climb the peak will 

begin from this base station. Up to a certain location, the expedition follows the 

conventional Everest Base Camp trail. After that, you go on and about the trail that leads 

to the Ama Dablam Mountain.

The Ama Dablam ascent starts up the southwest ridge, passing over boulder fields, slabs, 

cairns, and gullies to reach Camp 1 at 5700 meters. From Camp I, we follow the eastern 

edge of the ridge and continue our ascent on slender crests and traverses until we can 

ascend the western edge. The shortest portion of the hardest pitch goes to Camp II, a 

highly constrained region for camping. We keep ascending the slope to reach the 

fantastically difficult eastward traverse. This trail passes to Camp III of our Ama Dablam 

trek, which is located in the gully between the Grey Tower and other rocky outcroppings.

From Camp II, we begin our summit day push up Ama Dablam, through the southwest 

ridge to the summit while navigating numerous clear and substantial crevasses. It is 

impossible to imagine the happiness and pleasure you will have after climbing Nepal's 

magnificent Ama Dablam peak. You will be rewarded for your much-awaited ascent to the 

peak with an exceptional mountain panorama. The accomplishment of reaching the 

summit of Ama Dablam cherishes the lifelong memories that you will treasure.

Some of the other routes that take you to Ama Dablam 

are:

North Ridge: As an alternative to the southwest ridge, this route was first attempted in 

October 1979. Although choosing this route offers some breathtaking views, it is not 
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advised. This is because there is a possibility of avalanches and the snow on the east 

face tends to be highly unstable.

East Rodge: One of the most difficult paths to reach Ama Dablam is thought to be this 

one. This is sometimes referred to as Lagunak Ridge. It wasn't until 1983 that the trail was 

successfully ascended.

Lowe Route: This is situated on the mountain’s southern face. After the Southwest Ridge 

Route in April 1979, this was the second route to be successfully ascended.

Spring Season for Ama Dablam Expedition

The Ama Dablam expedition's chances of success are greatly influenced by the weather, 

environment, and atmosphere. The spring is among the best seasons for an Ama Dablam 

Expedition. March, April and May are the months of spring in Nepal.

You can anticipate icy conditions and snow in the mountains due to the recent winter and 

continued spring showers. Climbers might face weather-related disruptions during their 

summit window due to the amount of fresh snow in the mountain, which undoubtedly 

makes clearing the trail more difficult (something the powerful Sherpas guides are ready 

to assist you with). So, be prepared for delays brought on by the weather. Spring 

adventures might be your cup of tea if you prefer a little effort when climbing high-altitude 

peaks.

Your patience will be put to the test in the spring, especially when teams are forced to 

make a lot of last-minute adjustments and things don't go as planned. However, one of 

the best times to climb in Nepal is when spring finally arrives and a clear weather window 

opens up.

Ama Dablam in March 2023/2024
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Any adventure activity in the Everest region is best done in March. This month is perfect 

for expeditions due to the tranquil atmosphere, comfortable temperatures, and beautiful 

surroundings. Therefore, the Ama Dablam expedition is appropriate in March as well.

The consistent weather with little precipitation makes March a good month to climb Ama 

Dablam. Throughout the month, the temperature may gradually rise and become warm. 

While overnight temperatures can substantially drop, daytime temperatures vary from 15 

to 20 degrees Celsius.

Temperatures might plummet to a minimum of -15 degrees Celsius in the high altitude 

zone. Clear mornings with bright sun make it possible to see the silver Himalayas in all 

their splendor. The lovely weather also allows you to see the breathtakingly stunning 

scenery.

Ama Dablam in April 2023/2024

April is another great month for expeditions in the region. The Everest region offers some 

lovely panoramic vistas from which you may see the snow-capped mountains. The trail 

has amazing tracks that are still covered in rhododendrons and other wildflowers. In the 

region, the nights are generally colder than the days.

Additionally, throughout the afternoon, temperatures range from 10 to 15 degrees Celsius 

making the region favorable for trekking. This month is devoid of weather-related 

difficulties including avalanches, landslides, and slippery trails. The peak season for the 

trip, however, means that the trails along the route are still crowded this month.

Ama Dablam in May 2023/2024

The region's spring season comes to an end in May. Consequently, it is a crucial period 

for the Ama Dablam expedition. While the region continues to be relatively hotter, the 
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weather in May is warmer than the weather in April. Due to its proximity to the summer 

monsoon season, the area is hot and muggy.

In the region, temperatures often range between 20 and 25 degrees Celsius, making for 

sunny weather. Lower elevations have warmer temperatures. In the area, the days 

steadily lengthen and warm up during the month.

The air is warm and there are unobstructed views of the snow-covered mountains. The 

trek's high point is the journey to Ama Dablam in the clean air and sunny days of May.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Another potential period for the Ama Dablam Expedition is autumn. 

Autumnal months are classed as September, October, and November. The weather and 

climate favor climbing during autumn. However, it’s also important that you research your 

part.

The two worst seasons for the Ama Dablam Expedition are the monsoon season, which 

lasts from June through August, and winter, which lasts from December through February. 

In contrast to spring, these seasons have the most challenging and unpredictable 

weather. Therefore, it is thought that the best time to start the Ama Dablam Expedition is 

in the spring.

Ama Dablam Expedition with Outfitter Nepal

For the success of the Ama Dablam Expedition, we at Outfitter Nepal are aware of the 

significance of a well-planned itinerary and strategic logistics. Through our excellent 

services, we are committed to maintaining the mission's safety and efficacy.

We always lay great focus on keeping the group size moderate, to make it easier for 

everyone to coordinate and work together. You will be led by some of the greatest 

mountain guides in the business who have already scaled Ama Dablam. They are highly 

skilled and experienced. Our strategy for climbing mountains is consistent with our 
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guides', Sherpas, we make sure your safety is our utmost priority!

Difficulty during the Ama Dablam Expedition

The Ama Dablam expedition has a difficulty rating of TD/5. (Alpine / Grading Fitness link). 

Ama Dablam Expedition is a technically difficult and strenuous excursion while being an 

altitude-friendly trek in comparison to other summits. The beautiful ridge between Camp I 

and Camp III features several briefs, steep stretches of the trail as well as nearly vertical 

ice and rock. Climbing High Camp-I is simple. The trail from High Camp II, however, is 

primarily made up of steep rocks, snow, ice glaciers, etc. For the climbers, this might be 

challenging, but not impossible. A long and steep trek over the glacier of snow and ice is 

necessary to reach the peak, and it demands both strength and skill.

Traveling in the Himalayas means, there are also some possibilities of catching altitude 

sickness. Other unpredictability that climbers must deal with in the Everest region include 

avalanches and falls.

Preparing for Ama Dablam Expedition

Along with the practical familiarity with technical goals, you should have high-altitude 

experience. Expeditions should budget extra time in the Himalayas to acclimate because 

Ama Dablam needs enough acclimatization days.

Although the summit itself is rated 5.7, it can feel far more challenging. Some of your 

climb's cruxes on the ice will provide taxing dangers, so be patient and composed. We 

advise you to follow safety practice and rope up when necessary, even if some sections of 

the route may be rather easy in grade.

It is exceedingly difficult to simulate vertical climbing in training like the renowned "Yellow 

Tower," which you must conquer before ascending to camp 2. We strongly advise 

concentrating on strength, core, and endurance exercises. Any aerobic exercise is to be 
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opted for, including long-distance jogging (10–20 km) three to four times per week, cycling 

for an hour to two hours, and trekking uphill while wearing 15-20 kg of weight. You should 

plan your training at least 5–6 months before your climbing trip.

Advanced climbing classes are one example of a useful course. You will get technical 

knowledge such as how to abseil effectively, climb with a rope on 5 or 6 anchor points 

using ascenders, and walk on ice, snow, and rock while wearing crampons.

All prospective climbers should be skilled in the aforementioned mountaineering 

techniques, be able to support themselves with an ice axe while climbing, and be able to 

abseil from a height using the route's safety rope. Because the climbers did not properly 

tie off the rope at the bottom to the next re-belay when abseiling, a few accidents 

happened on this route. After ascending Ama Dablam, interested climbers should be 

prepared for a lengthy descent because this is where the majority of mishaps during this 

expedition take place.

Ama Dablam Expedition Safety

Sometimes the ascending stage can be challenging and severe. The elevation of Mount 

Ama Dablam presents a substantial risk in and of itself. Since high elevations gradually 

reduce their oxygen supplies, this deadly peak poses a concern. The recovery period after 

reaching the peak, often known as the acclimatization phase, is the most important part of 

mountain climbing. Mountaineers find climbing up Ama Dablam to be more difficult due to 

the mountain's difficult topography.
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These are some of the key justifications for why climbing Ama Dablam is risky. Ama 

Dablam, however, is the most daring and worthwhile peak to climb for adventurers. The 

mountain's hazardous terrain, technical obstacles, accessibility issues, unpredictable 

climate, and avalanches make it highly dangerous. Every climber should be fully prepared 

and fit before attempting the ascent of this most dangerous peak.

Day to Day Itinerary

Day 1: Arrive at Kathmandu Airport and transfer to the hotel (1350m)

Day 2: Sightseeing and Climbing Preparation (1350m)

Day 3: Flight to Lukla from Kathmandu and trek to Phakding (2610m)

Day 4: Trek from Phakding to Namche Bazaar (3440m)

Day 5: Acclimatization day at Namche Bazaar (3440m)

Day 6: Trek from Namche Bazaar to Deboche (3820m)

Day 7: Trek from Deboche to Pheriche (4371m)

Day 8: Acclimatization at Pheriche (4371m)

Day 9: Trek from Pheriche to Amadablam Base Camp (4580m)

Day 10-24: Summit Amadablam peak and return to the Base Camp (6812m)

Day 25: Trek from Base Camp to Tengboche (3860m)

Day 26: Trek from Tengboche to Namche Bazaar (3440m)

Day 27: Trek from Namche Bazaar to Lukla (2886m)

Day 28: Flight from Lukla to Kathmandu (1350m)

Day 29: Leisure Day in Kathmandu (1350m)

Day 30: Transfer to Kathmandu airport for final departure

Cost Includes

Before Trekking and Expedition
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Airport transfer by private car/van/bus in accordance with the itinerary.

Guided sightseeing tour around Kathmandu valley by private car/van/bus.

Entrance fees and tickets during a guided sightseeing tour in Kathmandu valley.

2 Nights’ Accommodation at a Michelin star luxury hotel in Kathmandu with Bed and 

Breakfast.

During Trekking and Expedition

Paper works, national park entry permit, Khumbu rural municipality entry permit, 

Peak permit fee, and expedition royalty fees.

Lukla Flight Fees

Route fixing (SPCC and EOA) fees.

Liaison officer fees.

Wages for porter, guides and climbing guides.

Ama Dablam Region Map

Accommodation during lodge trekking in lodges or tea houses.

Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner in accordance with the package during the lodge 

trekking.

2 Expedition duffel bags per climber.

Tented Accommodation in Camps (Twin sharing Basis).

Provision of kitchen tent, store tent, dining tent, and toilet tent.

Walkie-talkies for each member base unit at base camps.

Sleeping Tent and mattress for each member.

Provision of kitchen and dining equipment as well as eating utensils.

Provision of meals (Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner) during camping.

Food supply and expedition equipment logistics transportation to and from the base 

camp.

Travel insurance to all Nepalese staff.

Cook and kitchen boy at the camps.
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Gamow bag (Portable Altitude Chamber).

Collective climbing equipment such as climbing rope, ice screws, snow bars, and a 

snow shovel.

Heaters in the mess tents at base camps.

Satellite phone provision, costs apply per usage.

Emergency Helicopter Service arrangement in accordance with the Travel Insurance.

Government Taxes

After Trekking and Expedition

Airport transfer by private car/van/bus in accordance with the itinerary.

2 Nights’ Accommodation at a Michelin star luxury hotel in Kathmandu with Bed and 

Breakfast.

Farewell dinner.

Cost Excludes

Visa for Nepal (You may easily acquire a visa on arrival at Tribhuvan International 

Airport in Kathmandu; carry 2 Passport Size photos on hand).

Lunch and Dinner at Kathmandu

Bar bills and laundry service.

Mandatory Travel Insurance.

Medical and Emergency Insurance.

Rescue, medical and hospitalization expenses.

Personal Climbing Equipment.

Extra Oxygen Mask and Regulator (can be provided on request).

Alcoholic drinks and beverages.

Personal climbing gear, equipment, and apparel such as ice ax, crampons, climbing 

boots, jumar, harness, slings, karabiners, descender, and prussic loops.

Personal snack items such as chocolates, granola bars, and beef jerky.

International airfare and tax.
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Garbage deposit fee.

Emergency first aid kit.

Climbing Sherpa.

Generator or solar panel for light and charging at the base camp.

Gratuity fee (tips) for the staff.

Summit Bonus.

Nepal custom duty for import of expedition equipment.

Expenses not mentioned in the including section.
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